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Abstract. This paper argues that game mechanics are important tools
to combine rehabilitation therapy concerns with immersive game play.
Through the practical design of a game we describe how properties of
game mechanics (actions, attributes, dynamics, rules, space, and skill/
chance) connect to elements of rehabilitation therapy (exercise motion,
parameters, therapy context, goals, motion trajectory, and motion con-
straints). We aim to stimulate rehabilitation game researchers to consider
applying the presented approach in their own designs.
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1 Introduction

This study draws on theories developed in serious game design and applies these
to the creation of a game for physical rehabilitation. Specifically we address the
contstruct of deep content, defined by Isbister, et al., [3, p. 2043] as content that
is tightly connected to a game’s structure and is experienced as an integral part
of the game.

2 Deep Content in Physical Rehabilitation Games

2.1 Physical Rehabilitation Exercises

Physical rehabilitation therapy is particularly effective when patients perform
physical exercises repetitively and intensively [4]. Thus, an opportunity lies in
matching these physical exercises with a virtual environment where the rep-
etition of physical challenges results in winning [7]. Pery, et al. [7] note that
rehabilitation games often fail to meet these expectations. Only a small amount
of studies on games for rehabilitation are concerned with the close integration
of rehabilitation and games, as most highlight only one of both topics [8].
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2.2 Patient Disabilities

Designers of rehabilitation games have to consider patient disability resulting
from cognitive [12], physical [1] and visual [9] impairments. In order for a cus-
tomized game play to emerge, these impairments need to be incorporated as
essential elements in design process rather than as external goals. This implies
that designers of rehabilitation games cannot simply create adaptations of exisit-
ing games, but should experiment with formats that are tailored to this specific
context. For instance, Notelaers, et al. [5] note that the game interface should be
adapted to accommodate patient disabilities by avoiding several elements that
are common in commercial games. Vanden Abeele et al. [11] developed a design
style that makes players understand the underlying game structure more easily
and is simultaneously aesthetically pleasing.

3 Research Questions

While these are a few examples which cover the close integration of rehabilitation
therapy and digital games, these often lack the situational knowledge needed
to transfer research into practical design solutions [2]. In order to support the
practical creation of physical rehabilitation games, we investigate how we can
practically use the concept of deep content in the development of such a game.
The following two research questions are formulated:

1. Which game design elements support the practical integration of rehabilita-
tion exercises and game mechanics, for deep content to emerge?

2. How do patient impairments influence the design process when creating deep
content in rehabilitation games?

4 Exploring Deep Content Through the Design of a
Digital Rehabilitation Game Prototype

A digital game prototype was developed in which rehabilitation exercises and
patient impairments have been integrated. A process of interaction or ‘conver-
sation’ between the artist and the material of digital games took place, which is
an essential requirement of design research [2].

4.1 Rehabilitation Components

In order to include rehabilitation exercises in the game mechanics, the approach
of Octavia, et al. [6] was followed, with integration of several simple motions
(e.g. horizontal, vertical and circular) that need to be performed with the most
affected upper-limb. The following impairments were accounted for:

– Reduced dexterity (e.g. inability to use small buttons);
– Visual difficulties (e.g. inability to visually perceive a game world);
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– Memory and cognitive processing problems (e.g. understanding the complex-
ities of a game).

The Novint Falcon was selected as input device, allowing patients to move their
hand in three dimensions (10 cm in each direction). The Unity3D game engine
version 3.X was used to develop the prototype.

4.2 The Game Play of Flower Garden

In the resulting game, Flower Garden (see Fig. 1), patients grow and maintain
flowers by performing simple rehabilitation exercises. All flowers created by sin-
gular players are placed in a virtual garden that is shown on a large screen in
a public room of the rehabilitation centre. The goal of the game is to keep the
flowers healthy, which depends on how well the predefined exercises are per-
formed. Players design their own flowers by executing four main virtual actions:
planting seeds, growing plants, healing plants, and coloring flowers. In real-life,
these actions translate to the motions defined above. For instance, in order to
plant a seed and color a flower, players complete the circular motions indicated
by dashed lines. The average precision of the player while tracing a line is taken
into account and has an impact on the health of the flower.

Fig. 1. In-game screenshot of ‘Flower Garden’ with three seeds and two types of flowers.

5 Results

5.1 Therapy Exercises and Game Mechanics

Flower Garden includes three main mechanics: planting seeds, growing/healing
plants, and coloring flowers. As illustrated in Table 1, game mechanics possess six
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properties - actions, attributes, dynamics, rules, space, and skill/chance [10] - that
structurally connect the rehabilitation world to formal game elements. First, the
rehabilitation motions and their parameters are connected to the virtual world by
using the properties ‘actions’ and ‘attributes’. For instance, executing a horizontal
motion in real-life represents growing a plant in the virtual environment. How well
this motion is performed defines the value of the attributes.

Table 1. An overview of how game mechanics link the rehabilitation world and the
game world

Game Mechanics Rehabilitation
World

Game World

Physical Components

Actions Horizontal motion
Vertical motion

Planting a flower
Healing a flower

Circular motion Planting a seed
Coloring a flower

Attributes Quality of motion Flowers’ health
flowers’ type flowers’
color

Space Motion trajectory Seed Shape Plant
Shape Flower Shape

Rules Be precise while
completing the
trajectory

Make a healthy
flower
Grow a plant
Color a flower

Skills vs. chance Adherence to a
predefined trajectory

Create flowers
according to your
own taste

Contextual Components

Dynamics Multiple sessions 5
to 10 minutes of play
time

Brief actions

5.2 Patient Impairments and the Virtual World

Flower Garden is a Construction and Management Game in which players
progress by gradually earning and adding more virtual objects to a game world
or model. As a result, the concept has a degree of cognitive and visual com-
plexity that patients may not be able to deal with. We experienced a number
of difficulties with regards to the patient impairments, including the use of an
inventory system. Inventory systems can increase the visual complexity of the
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screen and the difficulty of the hand-eye coordination. In an attempt to resolve
this, we integrated the inventory system into the action of planting a seed, both
visually and functionally. Each time players plant a new seed, a new icon appears
in the center of the seed’s circle (see Fig. 1). Players can thus browse through
the flowers automatically when planting a seed. This has the disadvantage that
players are not able to see all available flowers at the same time, and the system
would likely not be sustainable when more flowers were added.

6 Implications of Deep Content in Rehabilitation Games

The value of these results does not reside in the identification of game mechan-
ics per se, but in the fact that these connect the game’s content to its formal
characteristics. In this manner, the mechanics become practical tools with which
game designers and rehabilitation therapists can bridge the gap between their
respective domains. Designers and therapists can, for instance, investigate which
mechanics they want to include to facilitate rehabilitation exercises and how to
do this.

In the prototype we designed, the virtual world and the interface were closely
connected to the game’s genre. Because we selected a specific genre in the
beginning of the design process, undesirable entertainment game conventions
were unconsciously included in the prototype. While the surface components
(e.g. interface) could be adapted to patients relatively easily, the genre conven-
tions underlying these components might be much harder to modify. Therefore,
working with predefined concepts is not necessarily the most feasible solution
for rehabilitation game design.

7 Conclusion

This paper raised two questions. The first question was how rehabilitation ex-
ercises and formal game qualities can be practically integrated in a rehabilita-
tion game in order for deep content to emerge. The mechanics constituting our
prototype contained a number of practical design components that were linked
to essential parts of rehabilitation exercises. Game mechanics thus provided a
conceptual tool to relate digital games to rehabilitation therapy. The second
question was how patient disabilities can be taken into account during the de-
sign of a rehabilitation game in order for deep content to emerge. In our design,
conventions of existing entertainment games unobtrusively slipped into the con-
cept of a rehabilitation game. These conventions can potentially conflict with
the disabilities of patients and should be treated with caution.
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